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Breakout Summary:
We each have a deep desire to have a close relationship with someone where we are well-known, 
wanted, and well-loved. This closeness we hope for is often called intimacy. As an older woman with 
seasoned experience in singleness, dating, and marriage, I have insights into this topic that can help 
you find the intimacy you are longing for. 

Insight #1: Intimacy promoted in our culture will often disappoint and hurt you.

Contrary to what the culture says, sex by itself will not provide the long-term intimacy you are hoping for. It will 
leave you unhappy, unfulfilled and confused.

Insight #2: Intimacy is found in knowing and being known.

“As they skip over dating and go straight to sex, they begin to realize [that something is missing]…Somewhere 
deep down, students suspect that the key to good sex is knowing another person 

and being known by them…” The End of Sex: How Hookup Culture is Leaving a Generation 
Unhappy, Sexually Unfulfilled, and Confused about Intimacy by Donna Freitas

Insight #3: Intimacy is found in knowing and being known by God.

God made us sexual people so we’d have something in us pulling us toward intimacy and oneness. We want 
to share our heart, body and soul with someone because God made us that way. However, over time we 
discover that a person cannot fully meet this craving we have. God made us with a need no human could fill so 
we would look beyond human relationships—so we would look for Him.

Insight #4: Intimacy with God can surpass what you can experience with a person.

“My most intimate times in life have not been with a man, but with God.” 

Insight #5:  Intimacy with God can make your relationships better.

The intimacy I experience with God satisfies my deepest needs to be known and loved, 
freeing my heart to be satisfied with the intimacy I share with my husband.

Insight #6:  Intimacy will take effort on your part.

The Bible teaches us that we have an enemy working against us who doesn’t want us to know or experience 
God. He tries to disrupt our intimacy by targeting our view of God (Genesis 2,3). It is essential that we get into 
the Bible and continue growing in our knowledge of who God is and how He views us.

Resources:
1) Loving Your Husband Before You Even Have One  (available at sixonesis.com)
2) The God You Can Know by Dan DaHaan
3) Unsatisfied by Sean Vollendorf
4) A-Z Bookmarks (also available at sixonesis.com)


